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This paper studies some computability notions for abstract data types, and in particular compares 
cosemicomputable many-sorted algebras with a notion of finality to model minimal-state realiz- 
ations of abstract (software) machines. Given a finite many-sorted signature S and a set V of 
visible sorts, for every Z-algebra A with co-r.e. behavior and nontrivial, computable V-behavior, 
there is a finite signature extension P’ of P (without new sorts) and a finite set E of Z’-equations 
such that A is isomorphic to a reduct of the final (X’, E)-algebra relative to V. This uses a theorem 
due to Bergstra and Tucker [3]. If A is computable, then A is also isomorphic to the reduct of 
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the initial (Z’, E)-algebra. We also prove some results on congruences of finitely generated free 
algebras. We show that for every finite signature 2, there are either countably many Z-congruences 
on the free S-algebra or else there is a continuum of such congruences. There are several necessary 
and sufficient conditions which separate these two cases. We introduce the notion of the Turing 
degree of a minimal algebra. Using the results above, we prove that there is a fixed one-sorted 
signature such that for every r.e. degree d, there is a finite set E of Z-equations such the initial 
(Z, E)-algebra has degree d. There is a two-sorted signature Z,, and a single visible sort such that 
for every r.e. degree d there is a finite set E of .X-equations such that the initial (1, E, V)-algebra 
is computable and the final (1, E, V)-algebra is cosemicomputatble and has degree d. 
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1. Introduction 
Abstract data types can be specified equationally. For computer science purposes, 
the abstract data types in question should have appropriate computability properties. 
The nicest possibility is that equality between data elements be decidable; this leads 
to the notion of a computable abstract data type. A second possibility is that the 
data type be semicomputable; i.e., there is a semi-decision procedure for equality 
of data items. The initial algebra associated to an arbitrary finite set of equations 
is always semicomputable, and there are well known examples of such algebras that 
are not computable. A third possibility is that inequality between two data elements 
be semidecidable, i.e., an algorithm can be given such that if two data elements are 
different, we will find out after a finite number of steps, but if they are equal we 
may wait forever for an answer; such data types are called cosemicomputable. 
Cosemicomputable algebras appear naturally associated with a common use of 
abstract data types in many programming languages. This begins with Simula, where 
the abstract data types ideas first arose, but it is present in the entire object-oriented 
programming tradition. According to that use, a data type is viewed as a machine 
with an internal state and a visible behavior. For instance, the elements of stack are 
visible, by performing stack operations, but the stack itself is a hidden state. This 
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is of course an automaton-theoretic notion of data type. All that matters from this 
point of view is the visible behavior exhibited by the data type. Unlike initial algebra 
semantics where “abstract” in “abstract data type” means up to unique isomorphism, 
the relevant concept here is not that of isomorphism (there can be many nonisomor- 
phic implementations of the same behavior) but rather the automaton-theoretic 
concept of behavioral equivalence. Two algebras are behaviorally equivalent if their 
behavior relative to a designated set of visible sorts is isomorphic. Meseguer and 
Goguen [14] used the term abstract machine to designate a class of behaviorally 
equivalent algebras; intuitively this class represents all the implementations that are 
possible for a given behavior. They also showed that the initial and final realization 
functors of classical automaton theory (as in Goguen [6]), generalize without 
restriction for algebras on an arbitrary signature. 
Among all the possible implementations, or realizations, of a behavior, the final 
or “minimal” realization corresponds to identifying any two internal states that are 
behaviorally indistinguishable; abstractly this is characterized by the fact that such 
a realization is a final object in the class of all (reachable) algebras behaviorally 
equivalent to it. A set of equations can be used in this context to specify an abstract 
machine and one can then extract from it the final realization. Indeed, a set E of 
equations defines a corresponding initial algebra TL,E and then a set V of visible 
sorts defines the abstract machine of all possible implementations of the V-behavior 
of such an initial algebra. Thus, the pair (E, V) specifies as well the final algebra 
FI.,E,v behaviorally equivalent to Tz,E. This is thejfinul algebra semantics of Giarran- 
tana, Gimona and Montanari [5] and Wand [17]; both papers build on the work 
of Guttag [8] (who calls the hidden sort the “type of interest”) characterizing 
algebras behaviorally equivalent to TL,E by his “sufficient completeness” and “con- 
sistency” conditions. 
Although the final algebra is the implementation having fewest states, it need not 
be the most efficient implementation. In fact, if T_ . X,E IS computable (or even under 
a much weaker hypothesis), the final algebra is cosemicomputable, and we shall 
see in detail that it need not be computable. Perhaps the most important role of 
final algebras is a conceptual one, since it provides a notion of an extensional or 
“fully abstract” model associated to a given behavior. Internal states may correspond 
for instance to names for functions definable in a given language, with behavior 
being function evaluation. Then the final algebra interpretation will be extensional, 
i.e., two states of that final algebra will be equal if they correspond to the same 
function. Since only behavior matters, one can have a computable implementation 
of a given behavior (e.g., for the language in question) but think of it extensionally, 
as if one had the (generally cosemicomputable) extensional model of that behavior 
given by the final algebra. 
Cosemicomputable algebras are also naturally assoicated with a different 
equational specification method. The two methods specify final algebras in diflerent 
categories; also their basic intuitions and suitability for software specification are 
radically different. 
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The other notion of finality (called BT-finality in this paper) was proposed by 
Bergstra and Tucker, and formalizes the intuition of consistenc_y. Given a set E of 
equations one looks for an algebra A that satisfies not only E, but also any other 
equation t = t’ consistent with E. By “consistent with E” one means that when l= r’ 
is added to E, the corresponding initial algebra is nonunit, i.e., does not identify 
all data elements. Such an A is then a final algebra in the category of all nonunit 
quotients of the initial algebra defined by E. Unfortunately, the requirement that 
the lattice of quotients of an algebra have only one atom above the trivial quotient 
is very strong, and in general such an algebra A does not exist. 
For example, consider the case of a signature 1 with a single sort Nat together 
with a constant symbol 0 and a unary function s. The initial algebra is the natural 
numbers with a constant 0 and the usual successor. Now consider the case when E 
is empty. Then, e.g., s”(O) = 0 is consistent with E (since it is true in the naturals 
mod 2) as is s’(0) = 0. If both of these equations held in a single minimal algebra, 
then that algebra is trivial because 0 = s’(0) = s(s*(O)) = s(0). This makes BT-finality 
of limited use as a software specification method, since in general the BT-final 
algebra of a set of equations does not exist, and it is quite a delicate matter to know 
when it does. However, results and techniques developed by Bergstra and Tucker 
to study the computability of BT-final algebras are used in this paper. 
When it does exist, the BT-final algebra specified by a finite set of equations is 
cosemicomputable, and this is another link between BT-finality and the finality 
which we study. 
In this paper, we are interested in the precise relation between the algebraic and 
recursion-theoretic concepts discussed above. For computable and semicomputable 
algebras the known results are as follows: Bergstra and Tucker [2] have shown that 
every computable data type has a finite equational specification as an initial algebra. 
(One is allowed to add a finite number of “hidden functions” to the original set of 
function symbols. Majster [ll] had previously shown these are necessary for some 
specifications.) In addition, Bergstra and Tucker have shown in [4] that the equations 
can always be chosen to be confluent and terminating as rewrite rules. They studied 
semicomputable algebras and proved a partial converse in [2]: by allowing an 
additional sort, all semicomputable algebras have an initial algebra specification by 
a finite set of equations. Turning to cosemicomputable algebras, Bergstra and Tucker 
[3] proved that any such algebra can be specified as the BT-final algebra associated 
to a finite set of conditional equations. They also have proved that any computable 
algebra has a finite equational specification that specifies it as both its initial and 
BT-final algebra. 
In Meseguer and Goguen [14], it was conjectured that any cosemicomputable 
algebra having a nonunit computable V-behavior had a final algebra specification 
by means of a finite set of equations, provided that additional function symbols 
were allowed. We prove that conjecture here, making use of a theorem of Bergstra 
and Tucker slightly extended to suit our purposes. We also prove an associated 
conjecture on computable algebras, namely that for any computable algebra there 
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is a finite set of equations specifying it under both initial and final algebra semantics, 
again with the help of auxiliary hidden functions. 
Finally, we consider the relationship between final algebras and degrees of 
unsolvability. More generally, we look first at arbitrary quotients of the initial algebra 
and ask: 
(1) How many are there? 
(2) Do they realize all the degrees of unsolvability? 
(3) Do initial and final algebras realize all the r.e. degrees? 
We answer (1) and (2) by giving a condition on finite signatures of operations such 
that: (i) when the condition is satisfied there is a continuum of quotients whose 
congruences realize all the degrees of unsolvability; (ii) when the condition fails 
there are only countably many quotients, all of them computable. Our proof does 
not assume the continuum hypothesis. We then answer (3) by exhibiting a simple 
signature & and a fixed set V of sorts such that for every r.e. degree there is some 
finite set E of 2 equations such that the final (I, E, V)-algebra has the given degree. 
We also show that every r.e. degree also arises as the degree of an initial algebra 
relative to a finite set of ordinary equations. 
We are grateful to the referees for constructive suggestions concerning a draft of 
this paper. 
2. Algebraic preliminaries 
This section reviews the definitions and results from many-sorted algebra that we 
will need; for a fuller exposition, cf., e.g., Meseguer and Goguen [14]. In the next 
section, we do the same for the recursion theoretic results which are pertinent to 
our study. Readers familiar with the rudiments of many-sorted algebra will want to 
skip ahead to Section 4. 
Let S be any set of sorts. A signature 2 over S is a set of (function) symbols, 
each coming with an arity consisting of a (possibly empty) word belonging to S” 
and a co-arify belonging to S. (A function symbol whose arity is the empty word A 
is called a constant symbol of the sort of its co-arity.) Usually we will ignore the 
dependence of E on S, and all the signatures in this paper will be finite or countable. 
A Cdgebru A is a family of sets {A, : s E S}, known as the carriers of the sorts, and 
a family of functions {A,, : (T E TX} such that if u is of arity w = s,s, . . . s, and co-arity 
s,thenA,,:A,,xA,,x...xA,,,~A,. 
For example, suppose S,, has two sorts s and s’, and &has the following elements: 
a constant symbol c of sort s, two constant symbols a and b of sort s’, and two 
unary function symbols r and 1 of sort s (i.e., symbol of arity s and co-arity s). In 
Fig. 1, there is a tabular description of two &-algebras A, and AI. 
Suppose that 2 and 2’ are two signatures over a sort set S, and suppose that 
E c I’. Then we call I’ an expansion of 2. Further, suppose that A’ is a _X’-algebra. 
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Carrier of sort s $1 
Carrier of sort s’ (0, I} 
r”i;* 
-< 
Fig. 1. Two &algebras. 
Then the reduct of A’ to 2 is the Z-algebra A obtained from A’ by forgetting the 
intepretations of the function symbols which occur in 2’ but not in 2. That is, the 
carriers of A and A’ are the same, and so are the interpretations of the function 
symbols in 2. We also say that A’ is an extension of A to 2’. Note that a E-algebra 
may have many expansions to a 2’-algebra, but that every 2’-algebra has a unique 
reduct to a I-algebra. 
A family of maps 4 = (4, : A, + B,} between (respective carriers of) two X-algebras 
A and B is a E-homomorphism if C$ preserves the action of the function symbols 
in 2. That is, for all function symbols of the appropriate arities and co-arities, 
~,(A,,(Q,, . . . , a,))= B,,(~(Q,), . . , qb(a,,)). For example, a &,-homomorphism 4 
from A2 to A, is given by setting 4,. to be the identity map on (0, l}; d,(h) = 0; 
and if x is not empty, 4,(x) = the last element of x. A C-isomorphism is a bijective 
E-homomorphism; we identify E-isomorphic X-algebras. 
Since the Z-algebras and E-homomorphisms constitute a category Alg>, the 
definitions of initial and $nul objects apply here. That is, an initial X-algebra A is 
one such that for every Z-algebra B, there is a unique E-homomorphism from A 
into B. Dually, A is final if for every B, there is a unique I-homomorphism from 
B into A. Initial and final objects of other categories are defined in the same way, 
and there is (up to unique isomorphism) at most one of each in any category. 
There is a standard representation for the initial I-algebra consisting of the set 
of (ground) terms over the signature 2 with the natural interpretation of the function 
symbols. It is denoted Tl. For example, AZ is an initial .&-algebra, since AZ= TLC,. 
Given a E-algebra A, the unique E-homomorphism from TL to A is the evaluation 
map F* defined in the obvious way. For example, e,,?(r( I(r(r( c))))) = 0010. A 
E-algebra A for which the map E~ is surjective is called a minimal Z-algebra. These 
are important precisely because every element of a minimal algebra has a name; 
there is no “junk”. 
The canonical final Z-algebra is the unit Z-algebra ll. For each sort s, the carrier 
(I,), is a singleton. The function symbols in 1 are interpreted as constant functions. 
Given a Z-algebra A, a E-congruence is a family { =, : s E S} of equivalence relations 
on the carriers of A such that the interpretation of every function symbol in 1 
respects these equivalence relations. A X-congruence can be associated to every 
Z-homomorphism in the natural way. Given a E-algebra A and a X-congruence 
=, we can take the quotient to form a E-algebra A/=. Up to isomorphism, the 
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minimal C-algebras are the quotients of initial algebras, and all of the x-algebras 
in this paper will be of this form. Minimal Z-algebras and Z-homomorphisms form 
a subcategory MinAlg, of the category of all Z-algebras. The algebra TX is also 
initial in MinAlg,. The final object of MinAlg, is an algebra Triv,, called the trivial 
minimal E-algebra, with ( Trivx), = (4 if ( Tl ),, = 0 and with ( Trivz), a singleton set 
otherwise; and with the function symbols in 2 interpreted as constant or empty 
functions. 
Let S be a set of sorts, and let 2 be a signature over S. Let X = {X,: s E S} be a 
family of sets indexed by elements of S. We call the elements of each X, the variables 
of sort S, and we assume that the sets of variables of distinct sorts are disjoint and 
that no variable is a member of 2. We can expand 1 to a signature E(X) by 
considering the elements of each X, as constant symbols of sort S. Then Trcx, is 
an initial E(X)-algebra, and thus it also is a Z-algebra. An equation is a pair of 
elements of Trcx, of the same sort together with the set of variables occurring in 
these terms. (It is possible to consider the case where the set of variables is a superset 
of the set of variables occurring in the two terms. This is essential, for example, in 
providing a proof theory for many-sorted equational logic (cf. Goguen and Meseguer 
[7]), but since we will not need a precise notion of equational deduction, we use 
the more restricted form of equation.) If the pair consists of elements of TX (i.e., 
if there are no variables), then the equation is said to be a ground equation. A 
Z-algebra A and family of maps 6, from X, to A, determines a unique 1 (X)-algebra 
structure on A, and thus a unique 2 (X)-homomorphism 6 : TX,,, + A. We call 6 
an assignment. A E-algebra A satisfies the equation (t, , f2) if for all assignments 6 
defined on the variables of t, and t2, 6( t,) = 6( t2). Note that every equation is 
satisfied by the final Z-algebra. A set E of equations gives rise to a Z-congruence 
sE on a Z-algebra A by considering the least Z-congruence extending the set 
{(6( t,), 6( tJ) : 6 is an assignment}. 
Then TL/cE is initial in the category of (2, E)-algebras-E-algebras in which all 
the equations in E hold-and Z-homomorphisms. TI,E denotes this Z-algebra. Of 
course, the unit Z-algebra is also the final object of this category. Note that, up to 
isomorphism, every minimal Z-algebra A is of the form Tx,E for some, not necessarily 
finite, set of equations E, since one can always take E to be the congruence induced 
by &A. 
2.1. Finality 
The reader familiar with discussions of finality in abstract data types might know 
that there are several different definitions of “final algebra semantics” in the 
literature. Final algebras originate with the work of Giarrantana, Gimona and 
Montanari [5] and Wand [17], both building upon ideas of Guttag [8]. Bergstra 
and Tucker [3] introduced a different notion of finality and considered computability 
issues for it. The alternative definitions might lead to the feeling that there is some 
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competition between the alternatives. Actually, di,fferent intuitions are being modeled 
by notions of finality in diflerent categories. 
Part of the intuition behind initiality is that the ground term equations true in 
initial (2, E&algebras are precisely those which are deducible from the equations 
in E by rules of many-sorted deduction (cf. Meseguer and Goguen [14]). These 
rules generalize deduction systems for one-sorted equational logic (cf. Goguen and 
Meseguer [7]). In fact, this characterizes the initial algebra among the minimal 
algebras. Suppose one puts a different natural condition on minimal (2, E)-algebras, 
a condition of any nature whatsoever. The problem arises as to whether this condition 
is characterizable by an algebraic property. We will discuss two conditions on 
minimal (2, E)-algebras which are captured by notions of finality in appropriate 
categories. Clearly, the categories must be different from the category of all (2, E)- 
algebras, since the final object in this category is trivial. 
2.2. Final algebras 
Given a minimal Z-algebra A and some fixed VC S, we can consider A to be a 
machine by declaring the elements of carriers whose sorts are in V to be visible; 
invisible data elements then correspond to the “internal state” of our machine that 
we can imagine hidden in a “black box”. We then define the V-behavior of the 
minimal E-algebra A to be the restriction to the visible sorts of the induced 
congruence on T;. We also say that A has unit behavior if all of the visible carriers 
are singletons. 
Given two minimal E-algebras A and B with the same V-behavior, we say that 
A and B are V-behaviorally equivalent. Intuitively this means that as machines, A 
and B are indistinguishable when only data in visible sorts can be observed. Now 
consider some set E of Z-equations. We are interested in the “minimal realization” 
of the (V-behavior of) the initial (1, E)-algebra, i.e., in some minimal Z-algebra 
V-behaviorally equivalent to TL,F but using the fewest internal states. Such a model 
would be final in the category Mach(2, E, V) whose objects are the minimal 
Z-algebras with the same V-behavior as TL,F and whose morphisms are the 
Z-homomorphisms. 
It turns out that such an algebra can be constructed explicitly. It is a quotient of 
the initial Mach(1, E, V)-algebra, and since T&,, is not in general initial in this 
category, we give the construction of this initial algebra first. It is convenient to 
(temporarily) pass to a larger signature here, and to let A denote TX,,. Let Z(A, V) 
be the signature obtained from 2 by adding new constant symbols for the elements 
of A of visible sort. Of course, A can be regarded as a Z(A, V&algebra in a natural 
way. Let ZI,F,v be the S-sorted family of V-irreducible terms of Tl,A,V,-i.e., those 
t such that for every subterm u of t, if u is of visible sort, then u is an element 
of A. Turn this into a E-algebra by interpreting the function symbols as follows: If 
s is not visible, let the interpretation of a function symbol f of coarity s be the 
function which when applied to V-irreducible terms t,, . . , t,, gives the term 
f(t,, . . . , t,) E I\.,,,; if s is visible, its interpretation on t,, . . , t,, gives 
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&,4(f(tl,...9 t,)) E A. Ix,E,v is in this way a X-algebra, and in fact it is a minimal 
Z-algebra. To see this, we describe the surjective X-homomorphism E,*,,: Given 
a term t of visible sort, E,,,, \I (t) = eA( t). If t is of invisible sort, then ~,i,~,” is the 
result of replacing the maximal subterms of t of visible sort by their evaluation 
in A. This Z-algebra ZX,E,v is an initial object of Mach(2, E, V)-in fact it is initial 
in a larger category as well (cf. Meseguer and Goguen [14]). 
The final object of Mach(2, E, V) is denoted FL,,.. It is a quotient of 1,,,, by 
the following “Nerode” Z-congruence snerode. Of course, znerode must be the 
identity congruence on the visible carriers. To state the definition for the other 
carriers, let us extend Z(A, V) by adding a new variable Y = yS as a constant for 
each invisible S. Let U be the set of terms of visible sort in this extended signature. 
For t, and t2 of the same invisible sort S, t, -nerodc t2 iff for all u E U, 
Q,.,,,(~(Y + t,)) = &I1.,,JU(Y + tz)). 
The notation u(y+ t,) denotes the result of substituting t, for all occurrences of y 
in U. Observe the similarity of this definition with the Nerode construction in 
automata theory. We call F,,,. the jinal (2, E, V)-algebra. This construction can 
be done more generally beginning with an arbitrary X-algebra A; see Meseguer and 
Goguen [14] for the details and a proof of finality. 
2.3. BT-jinal algebras 
Now we will consider the notion of finality given by Bergstra and Tucker [3] 
whose exposition we follow. Here one wants to model the notion of consistency-i.e., 
one looks for a nontrivial minimal (2, E)-algebra A which satisfies all ground facts 
satisfiable in any nontrivial minimal (2, E)-algebra. This is the same as the set of 
ground equations which hold in some nontrivial minimal (2, E)-algebra. As noted 
in the introduction, such an algebra need not always exist. 
Despite the fact that a nontrivial minimal algebra A satisfying exactly the equations 
true in all nontrivial minimal algebras need not always exist, when it does exist, the 
category of all nontrivial minimal (2, E)-algebras has A as a final object. Conversely, 
when this category has a final object B, then such an algebra A exists (and A = B). 
In this case, we call B the BT-final (2; E)-algebra. When it exists, it can be realized 
as a quotient of TX by the Z-congruence -max given by t, smax t2 iff the least 
.X-congruence extending E LJ {t, = t2} is not the unit congruence. It should be 
mentioned that the relation =,_ can be defined for any 1 and E, but it is a nontrivial 
Z-congruence iff the BT-final algebra exists. 
3. Recursion-theoretic preliminaries 
Let w denote the set of natural numbers. There are many equivalent formulations 
of the notion of a recursive partial function from 6~’ to w. One way is to consider 
the smallest collection 9 containing the constant zero function_/(x) = 0, the successor 
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functionf(x) = x + 1, and all the projection functions p;(x, , . . , x,) = xk, and closed 
under composition, primitive recursion and minimization. See, e.g., Rogers [ 161 for 
details and examples concerning 2. 
The use of the minimization operation means that 2 contains partial functions, 
and we writef(n,,...,n,)=m to mean thatf(n,,...,n,,) is defined and equal 
to m. Further, f(n, , . . . , q,)J means that f(n, , . . , nk) is defined. 
The Church-Turing Thesis is the assertion that every function from W’ to w which 
is intuitively computable belongs to 3. IffE 3 happens to be defined for all k-tuples, 
then we say that f is total. A set A G wk is called a recursive (or decidable) relation 
if its characteristic function is a total recursive function. 
A fact which we shall use frequently is that for all k 2 1 there is a total recursive 
bijection (-, -, . . . , -) : wh + w. 
One of the cornerstones of recursion theory is the following Enumeration 
Theorem: There is a partial recursive function 4 : w x o + w such that for all recursive 
partial functions f: w + w there is some e such that for all n, f(n) = 4(e, n). We 
write 4L. for the function n H d(e, n), and thus every partial recursive function 
f: w + w is +e for some e. 
The function 4 is a more abstract version of a universal Turing machine or an 
idealized general purpose computer. The number e is the code to compute the 
function 4,. 
A set As w is recursively enumerable (or r.e.) if it is the domain of some partial 
recursive function. By the Enumeration Theorem, this is the same as saying that 
there is is some e such that A = dom 4e. There are two prototypical r.e. sets, K and 
K, given by 
and 
&= {(e, n): dde, n)d) 
K ={e:4(e, e)J}. 
K, is r.e. because it is the domain of 4, and K is r.e. because it is the domain of 
n ++ 4(n, n). A set is co-r.e. if it is the complement of an r.e. set. It rums out that 
the recursive sets are exactly the sets which are both r.e. and co-r.e. 
There are several equivalent formulations of the notion of an “r.e. set.” One which . 
explains the name is that A is r.e. if A is the image of a recursive partial function, 
That is, if for some partial recursive L A = {n : (3m)f( m) = n}. Another equivalent 
definition which we will use shortly is as follows: A is r.e. if there is some k and 
some recursive relation B(x, y, , yz, . . , yA) such that 
A = {x: (3y,)(3y,) . . . (3Yk) B(x, Yl, Y,, . ‘. , Yk)> 
(the quantifiers range over the w). A set expressible in this way is also called 2,. 
It is not hard to see that the X, sets are exactly the r.e. sets. 
If the quantifiers were universal instead of existential, then A would be a II, set. 
The II, sets are exactly the co-r.e. sets. More generally, we can define the In and 
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II,, sets for all n. These are sets defined by alternating blocs of quantifiers, the 
subscript telling how many alternations, and the Greek letter telling what the first 
block is. For example, A is a I$ set if there are k, 12 1 and a recursive relation B 
of k + I + 1 arguments such that 
A = {x : (3y,)(3y,) . . . (3YL)(VZ,)(VZ2) . . (Vz,) 
B(x, Yl, YZ, . . . , Yh, ZI, 3, f.. > z,)>. 
The sets which are I;, or II, for some n are called arithmetic sets. In general, the 
higher the subscript, the more complicated the set is. For example, the following 
set is & but neither TI, nor Z, : 
X = {e : C$ (e, n) is defined for only finitely many n} 
= {e: (3p)(Vm) if @@(m)J, then m s p}. 
The equivalences of the above three definitions of recursive enumerability are 
relatively easy to establish. We shall need one other characterization, the one arising 
from Matiasevic’s Theorem: A set A is r.e. iff there are polynomials p(x,, Y,, . . . , y,,) 
and 4(x1, Y,, . . . , y,,) of 15 variables and having natural number coefficients, such 
that 
A = {m : Py,)PYJ . . . (~Y,,)P(x,, Y,, . . . , YrJ = 9(x,, Y,, . . . , ~14)). 
This important and difficult result is the key to many unsolvability results, and 
thus it is the lynchpin of several theorems in data type theory. Roughly speaking, 
it is useful because descriptions of sets of numbers in terms of polynomials are 
simpler than descriptions involving algorithms or Turing machines. Matiasevic’s 
Theorem tells us that any method rich enough to describe any set A given by 
polynomials as above is strong enough to describe any r.e. set. 
There is a natural way to relativize the notion of a recursive function to a set 
A G W. For each such A, let 92 A be the smallest family of partial functions closed 
under composition, primitive recursion and minimization, such that SA contains 
not only the constant zero function, the successor function and all of the projections, 
but also the characteristic function XA of A. A function f is recursive in A if it belongs 
to %!*. For example, the (characteristic function of the) complement of A is always 
recursive in A, as is the set of all prime elements of A. Also, any recursive set is 
recursive in any set A. Conversely, if A is recursive, and B is recursive in A, then 
B is also recursive. 
If B is recursive in A, we also say that B is Turing reducible to A, and we write 
B s 7.A. This ordering is a pre-order, and so we define A = TB if A G TB and B s -rA. 
The equivalence classes of = T are called Turing degrees or degrees of unsolvability. 
Each degree is a countable set of sets of natural numbers. The degrees inherit the 
ordering s T, and the structure of the resulting poset is quite intricate. 
For example, the set of recursive sets is a degree of unsolvability. The degree of 
the recursive sets is called 0. For a second example, we show that for every r.e. set 
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A, A or&. We can fix some e such that A is the domain of 4,. Let i, : w + w be 
given by i,(n) = (e, n). Then xA = xK,,o i,. This shows that AsrK,,. Since K is r.e., 
K sTKO. By an argument which we omit, K (, G rK as well. Thus K and K,, belong 
to the same degree; this degree is called 0’. A central result of recursion theory is 
that K is not recursive. It follows from this that O<.O’. 
The r.e. degrees are the degrees d containing r.e. sets. For example, 0’ is an r.e. 
degree. Note that if d is a nonzero r.e. degree, then there are non-r.e. sets in d. For 
example, the complement of K belongs to 0’. Our proof above that A c rKO. For 
any r.e. set A shows that 0’ is the largest r.e. degree in the <T. order. 
The r.e. degrees are a countable partial order under 6, with a least element (0) 
and a greatest element (0’). It takes some work (a priority argument) to even prove 
the existence of other r.e. degrees. For more on the structure of the degrees and the 
r.e. degrees, cf. Rogers [16]. 
3.1. Computability properties of E-algebras 
If 1 is a finite (or countable) signature, then the carriers of minimal E-algebras 
are countable sets, and we can consider such algebras as quotients of algebras 
defined on sets of natural numbers. In this way recursion-theoretic questions arise 
concerning minimal algebras. A is a recursive E-algebra if the carriers of A are 
recursive sets of natural numbers and if the interpretations of the function symbols 
are (restrictions of) total recursive functions. A Code1 coding of a X-algebra A is 
a pair (B, p) where B is a recursive E-algebra, and p: B + A is a Zisomorphism. 
Algebras with Gijdel codings are said to be computable; their systematic study was 
initiated by Rabin [15] and also Malcev [12]. One of the elementary results there 
is that if 2 is a finite signature, then TL is a computable algebra. For example, 
given a map Sig from the finite set { 1,2, . . . , [El} onto 2, we construct a Gijdel 
coding of Tz by giving a simultaneous construction of the carriers B, for s E S: if 
u E E is of arity s, , . . , s, and co-arity s, and if b, , . . . , b, are elements of B,, . . , B, 
respectively, then (Sig-‘(a), b,, . . . , b,) E B,. (Angle brackets here denote some fixed 
recursive tupling function.) Then each B, is recursive as well. We will often identify 
initial algebras with their Code1 codings in this way. For example, we can regard 
terms, equations and finite sets of equations as natural numbers. 
The following result states the initiality of Giidel codings in the category of 
recursive E-algebras and recursive homomorphisms; it follows as an immediate 
consequence that the choice of Giidel coding is irrelevant. For a proof, see Malcev 
[12] or Meseguer and Goguen [14]. 
Theorem 3.1. If (B, p) is a Code1 coding of the initial algebra T>, then for any I-algebra 
A there is a unique homomorphism SA : B + A. If A is recursive, then so is S,, . 
Corollary 3.2. All Code1 codings of T1 are equivalent. That is, for each pair of Code1 
codings (B, p) and (C, q) of T2 there is a unique family of recursive bijections I,!I 
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( ={tiF : B, e C,}) such that $ is a Sisomorphism and for all s and all b E B,Y, 
p(b) = q(&(b)). 
Given a minimal X-algebra A together with a Godel coding (B, p) of T’, let us 
denote by = the .X-congruence induced on B by the surjective Z-homomorphism 
SA: B + A. We define the Z-algebra A to be computable (or semicomputable, or 
cosemicomputable) if = is recursive (or r.e., or co-r.e., respectively). The equivalence 
property above implies that this is independent of the choice of the Giidel coding 
(E, P) of TX. 
Using the initiality of Giidel codings of TX and the fact that the quotient of a 
recursive algebra by a recursive congruence is always isomorphic to a recursive 
algebra it is not hard to check (see for instance Meseguer and Goguen [ 141 for 
details) that, a minimal algebra induces a recursive congruence on a Gijdel coding 
of Tz if and only if it is isomorphic to a recursive algebra. So for minimal X-algebras, 
the two notions of computable algebra given above are equivalent. 
One way to determine whether a minimal algebra is computable, semicomputable 
or cosemicomputable is to fix some notion of equational deduction and then to 
notice that the following predicate R is recursive: 
R(2, E, e, n) ti 2 is a (code of a) finite signature, E is a (code of a) 
finite set of equations, and e is a ground equation which follows from 
E in TX in n steps. 
Using this fact, we can see that for a finite set E of equations, the initial (2, E)- 
algebra is semicomputable. There are numerous examples from algebra and logic 
of cases where it is not computable (the so-called undecidable word problems). 
3.2. The Bergstra- Tucker adequacy theorem 
We saw above that algebraic properties of a specification give rise to recursion- 
theoretic properties of algebras. It is natural to ask whether the recursion-theoretic 
consequences imply the algebraic antecedents. In particular, we ask three questions: 
Given a minimal semicomputable Z-algebra A, is there a finite set E of E-equations 
such that A is the initial (1, E)-algebra? Given a cosemicomputable algebra, is it 
BT-final for some E? Given a computable algebra, is it initial and BT-final simul- 
taneously for the same E? These questions are the so-called adequacy problem in 
abstract data type specification. It would be interesting to see a set of questions and 
answers relating algebraic and complexity-theoretic notions. 
Bergstra and Tucker answered the second and third of these questions in [3]. In 
general, the answers to these are negative, but if one permits finite expansions of 
the signature without adding new sorts, the answers become positive. In effect, they 
show, e.g., that cosemicomputable algebras are reducts of BT-final algebras. (For 
the first question, a characterization of this type is obtained in Bergstra and Tucker 
[2] provided an expansion with new sorts is permitted.) Their paper also contains 
a strong theorem on cosemicomputable algebras. Since this theorem will be used 
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in the sequel, we outline the details. Let 2 be a signature over a set S containing 
just one sort, and let A be a cosemicomputable Z-algebra. Thus A is isomorphic 
to a quotient R/s, where R is a recursive Z-algebra and = is a co-r.e. equivalence 
relation on R. Suppose that A is infinite. Then 
(1) There is an infinite recursive subset T of R such that every recursive function 
f: T + R extends to a total recursive function g : R + R which preserves --; 
(2) There is an extension EC of C with no new sorts, an expansion R’ of R, and 
a finite set E of conditional 2’ equations such that R’ is the initial (I’, E)-algebra. 
In addition, R’ is recursive. 
(3) A is isomorphic to the BT-final (-X’, E)-algebra. 
In essence, Bergstra and Tucker considered a recursive bijection between T 
and R. This bijection allows the actions of the function symbols in R to be projected 
onto T in a recursive way. Then using (l), this projection extends to all of R, and 
some new function symbols are interpreted by this projection. Since T is infinite, 
arithmetic can be simulated on it, and so the extended projection of R can be given 
an equational specification using Matiasevic’s Theorem. Bergstra and Tucker use 
this result to prove their main theorem by adding one more equation to E to get a 
finite set E*. Then they show that A is isomorphic to the BT-final (I’, E*)-algebra. 
We will need to modify this theorem slightly. First we need to allow S to have 
more than one sort, provided that for some s E S, (-), has infinitely many equivalence 
classes. This extension was noted by Bergstra and Tucker. The proof in the extended 
case is a slight generalization of the original argument; care must be taken when 
dealing with finite carriers. The second extension we will need concerns conclusion 
(1). We need to extend functions defined on Cartesian products of T and the other 
carriers. The functions to be extended must preserve = of course, and this generaliz- 
ation of (1) is trivial (see below). Finally, it should be noted that Bergstra and 
Tucker worked with conditional equations-that is conditionals whose antecedents 
are conjunctions of equations and whose consequents are single equations. However, 
it is possible to prove their theorem with (unconditional) equations by introducing 
several new conditional functions. We outline the details, assuming the reader is 
familiar with the original argument and has a copy of it nearby. 
We first recall the basic setup of the proof of the BT Theorem. We are given a 
recursive I-algebra R together with a cosemicomputable congruence = on it. It is 
shown that there is an infinite recursive subset T of R together with a recursive 
surjection proj: R + T. It should be mentioned that proj preserves = and also that 
proj( proj(x)) =proj(x). From this it follows that every recursive function from T 
to R can be extended (by composing with proj) to a recursive function on the whole 
of R which preserves =. For example, since T is recursive, we can take an arbitrary 
element 0 of it and then get a map succ, on T with the properties of a successor. 
Then succ, extends to a recursive function succ on R by succ(x) = succ,( prqj(x)). 
From this, we define on T and extend to R functions add and mu/t which behave 
in the obvious way. In addition, we will need to have functions pred and menus 
for the predecessor and truncated difference functions which are defined in the 
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usual way. For example, 
monUS(SUCCm(0), succ”(0)) = 
{ 
0 if m < n, 
SUCCORS if m 2 n. 
Moreover, since T and R are both infinite and recursive, there is a recursive bijection 
enum, : T+ R. This extends to a recursive map enum defined on all of R by 
enum(x) = enum,(proj(x)). An important fact here is that for all x E R, there is some 
m such that x = enum(succm(0)). 
Now what Bergstra and Tucker do is to consider an extension of E by new 
function symbols corresponding to these operations and then give a finite set E of 
conditional equations in the expanded signature such that the expansion of R is 
the initial algebra relative to the equations. In order to capture the effect of 
conditional equations E, we need to add new conditional operators. 
On behalf of enum, we define two functions cond, and cond,, and on behalf of 
each function symbol FE 2, we define a function cond,. The definitions are by 
cases on the first argument: 
cond,(z, x, y) = 
enum(proj(x)) if proj(z) =O, 
proj(y) otherwise; 
cond,( z, x, y) = 
1 
proj(enum(proj(x))) if proj(z)=O, 
enum(proj(y)) otherwise; 
cond,(z, x,, . . . , xh, y) = 
f(enum(proj(x,)), . . . , enum( proj(x,))) if proj(z) = 0, 
enum(proj(y)) otherwise. 
In the last of these, it is assumed that F is a k-ary function symbol interpreted 
in R by a function f: 
Now take 2’ to be the original signature E augmented with new function symbols 
PROJ, ENUM, SUCC, ADD, MULT, PRED, MONUS, COND,, COND, and 
CONDF for each FE 2. Under the interpretations of these new symbols by the 
(lower-case) functions above, R expands to a E’-algebra R’. As in the original 
presentation, it should be noted that _ is a I’-congruence on R’. 
We next list the equations E. They are equations (l)-(10) of [3] (the recursion 
equations for the arithmetic operations), together with recursion equations for the 
functions PRED and MONUS, and further equations for the conditional operations. 
Here are the equations for PRED and MONUS: 
PRED(0) = 0, 
PRED(SUCC(X)) = PROJ(X), 
PRED(X) = PRED(PROJ(X)), 
MONUS(X, 0) = PROJ(X), 
MONUS(X, SUCC( Y)) = PRED( MONUS(X, Y)), 
MONUS(X, Y) = MONUS( PROJ(X), PROJ( Y)). 
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Note that we have also added equations which express the fact that all the 
functions in R’ are preserved under composition with proj. The equations for the 
conditional operations are: 
COAD,(O, X, Y) = ENUM(PROJ(X)), 
COND,(SUCC(Z), X, Y) = PROJ( Y), 
COND,(O, X, Y) = PROJ( ENUM( PROJ(X))), 
COND,(SUCC(Z), X, Y) = ENUM( PROJ( Y)), 
CONDF(O, X,, . . . , X,, Y) = F(ENUM( PROJ(X, , . . , X,))), 
COND,(SUCC(Z), X,, . . . , Xk, Y) = ENUM(PROJ( Y)). 
We also need equations for the function mum, and here we refer to the original 
paper, specifically to equations (11) and (12). We cannot use these equations because 
they are conditional, but we use the new conditional functions along with the same 
formal polynomials as in [3]: 
CoND,(ADD(MON(/S(P,(X, Y, G,. . . > &,A Q,(X Y, Z,, . . . , Zu,,)), 
MONuS(Q,(X X-G,. . . , &,A P,(X Y, Z,, . . . > Zu,,))), 
x Y) 
=PROJ( Y), 
COND,(ADD(MONUS(P,(X, Y, Z,, . . , Zm), QdX, Y, Z,, . . . , Zd), 
MONUS( Q2(X, Y, Z,, . . . , Zw,), P,(X, Y, Z, >. . . , Zw,))), 
X, Y) 
= PROJ( Y), 
COND,(ADD(MONUS(P,-(X,,. ..,Xk, Y,Z,, . . . ,Zk,Fj), 
QF(X,, . . . ,&, Y,Z,,.. .,-G,fi,)), 
MONUS(QF(X,. . , X,, Y, Z,, . . . ,&,d, 
PF(XI,. . , XL, Y, z,, . . . , &FI))), 
XI,...,Xk, Y) 
= ENlJM(PROJ( Y)). 
For example, the first of these is the analog of (11) of the original paper: 
P,(X, YZ,,..., -G,,)=Q,(X Y,Z,...,&,,J 
+ ENUM(PROJ(X)) = PROJ( Y). 
We need in addition equations which express that these new conditional functions 
are invariant under composition with PROJ. It should be checked that R’ satisfies 
all these equations. The key point here is that for all z, succ( proj( z)) f 0. The reader 
interested in seeing the idea should consider the long equation for COND, above. 
The verification that this holds in R’ uses the fact that the conditional equation 
immediately before this paragraph also holds in R’. 
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Now that we have given the equations, it remains to argue that R’g TIC,, . Let 
=’ be the least I’ congruence on TX, extending E. The key step is to verify that 
each t E TLC is =‘-equivalent to a term of the form ENUM(SUCC”(0)) for some n. 
The induction is not on the construction of terms, but on the well-founded relation 
-K given by t, i t, iff either t, is a subterm of t2 or t, has fewer occurrences of 
conditional functions than tz. The induction hypothesis then takes care of those 
terms whose leading symbol is one of the new conditional functions. For the others, 
the argument parallels the original closely, except that instead of using conditional 
equations, we use the equations involving conditional functions. The map 4 : R’+ 
Tx,,E given by c5(enum(succ”(O))) = [ENUM(SUCC”(O))],~ is therefore surjective. 
The verification that it is a _X’-homomorphism is quite like the original argument 
except that we need to consider the new conditional symbols. Thus it is by induction 
on <. 
It should be noted that these results are uniform in the sense that the extension 
2’ depends only on 2 and not on A. Of course, the equations E depend on A. 
Henceforth we shall refer to the modifications of (1) and (2) above as the BT 
Theorem. We will state here the precise version that will be used. Let ,?I be a finite 
signature, and let A be an infinite cosemicomputable z-algebra. Thus A is isomorphic 
to a quotient R/G, where R is a recursive I-algebra and = is a co-r.e. equivalence 
relation on R. Suppose that A is infinite, and fix a sort s such that R, is infinite. 
Then for all sorts s, and s2: 
(1) there is an infinite recursive subset T of R, such that for all sorts s, and s2, 
every recursive function f: R,, x T + R,, which preserves = extends to a recursive 
function g : R,, x R, + R,, which also preserves =; 
(2) there is an extension 2’ of CS with no new sorts, an expansion R’ of R, and 
a finite set E of ordinary X’ equations such that R’ is the initial (z’, E)-algebra. 
In addition, R’ is recursive; 
(3) A is isomorphic to the BT-final (I’, E)-algebra. 
3.3. Computability properties of$nal algebras 
Now we return to the notion of finality considered in this paper. For a minimal 
algebra, say Tl.E, the initial realization Z,,,, of its V-behavior is a minimal 
z-algebra, so we can ask whether it is computable. This depends on the original 1 
and E that we started with. It is easy to see that if TL& is a computable algebra, 
then the algebra Z . L,E,V IS computable. But as we noted above, Tz,E is not always 
computable. Nevertheless, Z1,E,v is computable provided E satisfy a weaker 
hypothesis. Following Bergstra and Meyer [l], we need only insist that the con- 
gruence on (a Giidel coding of) TI induced by the equations in E by recursive 
when restricted to the visible carriers. This immediately gives a decision procedure 
for telling whether two (codes of) terms of the same visible sort have the same 
image under the .X-homomorphism F,_ ~. For the invisible sorts, we describe the 
procedure a little more intuitively: To decide whether two (codes of) terms u and 
v of the same invisible sort are in the same class of the associated congruence, 
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determine if the maximal subterms of visible sort have the same evaluations in T&, 
and if in addition u and v are built up in the same way from these maximal subterms 
of visible sort. 
It is clear from the definitions that if I i,E,V is a computable algebra, then cnerode 
is II,. By our earlier observation, this means that if T,,, has computable V-behavior, 
then the final (2, E)-algebra is cosemicomputable. In fact, we cannot get a better 
estimate, in view of the following result. 
Theorem 3.3. There are 2, E, V such that the initial (2, E) algebra has computable 
V-behavior, and F,,,. is cosemicomputable but not computable. 
Proof. This example is taken from Meseguer and Goguen [ 141. There are two sorts, 
fun and nat. The set V of visible sorts is taken to be {nat}. There are also a large 
number of function symbols, and they are shown in Fig. 2 along with their arities 
and with their equations. (Note that we have “overloaded” some of the symbols, 
using them as functions both on nat and fun. This should cause no confusion.) 
symbol 
0 
mill 
X 
pred 
I[-,...,-] 
0 
zj (1 5 i 5 14) 
aritv 
nat 
nat 
nat nat 
nat nat 
nat 
nat nat 
fun nat14 
fun 
fun 
fun fun 
fun fun 
fun fun 
co-arity 
B 
nat 
nat 
nat 
nat 
nat 
nat 
nat 
nat 
nat 
fun 
fun 
fun 
fun 
fun 
fun 
fun 
fun 
equations 
1 = s(0) 
min(0) = 0; min(s(n)) = 1. 
n+O=n;n+s(m)=s(n$m) 
nxO=O;nxs(m)=(nxm)+n 
pred(0) = 0; pred(s(n)) = 1 
n 10 = n; n I (s(m)) = pred(n 1 m) 
Fig. 2. A specification whose final algebra is noncomputable 
Let A= T2,E. It is not hard to see that A,,, is isomorphic to w, and that the 
induced congruence on (TX),,, amounts to term evaluation. Further, since there are 
no axioms of sort fun and all the subterms of a term of that sort have also sort fun, 
&n = ( T’hun. It follows that A is computable and hence has computable V- 
behavior. Note also that, since all the subterms of a term of sort fun also have sort 
fun, all such terms are trivially V-irreducible. From this it easily follows that, in 
this case, the algebra IL,E,V constructed in Section 2.2 coincides with A = Tl,l 
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It is not hard to check that the 2 congruence “nerO& on A is given as follows 
for terms of sort fun: fEnerodeg iff for all nr,...,nr,, &A(f[nr,...,nr,])= 
s/%(g[n,,..., n,J). That is, the critical visible contexts are the function evaluations. 
On general grounds we know that =nerO& is cosemicomputable. We conclude by 
showing that -“erode is not recursive. To see this, we apply Matiasevic’s Theorem to 
the set K. Let p(x, y,, . . . , y,,) and q(x,y,, . . ,y,,) be polynomials with natural 
number coefficients such that for all n, n E K iff there are M,, . . . , rr~,~ such that 
PC% ml 3.. ., mIdI = dn, ml, . . , md 
Now for all n, let Pn E (T,),,,,, be the polynomial obtained by replacing each 
occurrence of x in p(x, y,, . . . , y,,) by n. For all m,, . . . , m,,E w, 
ea(Pn[m,, . . . , m141) =p(n, ml,. . . , ml4). 
The map n H pn is recursive. For all n, let qn be defined similarly. 
Then using the functions min and - for the first time, and the characterization 
of K above, we see that n K? K iff 
min((Pn’ii,,)+(4n-P,1)) =nsrode 1. 
In this way, if =ncro& were recursive, the characteristic function of w - K would 
also be recursive and therefore the r.e. set K would be recursive, which is false. So 
=nerode is not recursive, and F2,E,v is not computable. 0 
This example is important because it shows how natural and interesting 
specifications can easily give rise to models which are noncomputable. This paper 
is about final algebras, and so we stress the point that there are interesting ones 
which are cosemicomputable but not computable. 
We saw above that if T& has computable V-behavior, then the final (1, E)- 
algebra is cosemicomputable. We would like to know whether this observation can 
be reversed. That is, for every 1 and for every cosemicomputable I-algebra A with 
computable V-behavior, can we find an extension X’ and equations E such that A 
is the final (I’, E, V)-algebra? In general, the answer is again no. For example, V 
may be empty. In this degenerate case, the congruence =nero& is trivial, and the 
final algebra is computable. Even if V # 0, if all the visible carriers of A have less 
than two elements, then again A cannot be the reduct of the final (Z’, E, V&algebra 
for any 1’ and E. This is because the visible carriers of the final (Z’, E, V)-algebra 
must also be of size less than two, and the same holds for T,,,, . But then once 
agam =nero& is trivial, and the final algebra is computable, which as we show below 
is in general false. So we suppose that there is a visible sort u such that A,. is 
nonempty, with at least two elements. We say that A has nonunit V-behavior in this 
case. For algebras with non-unit computable V-behavior, Meseguer and Goguen 
[14] conjectured that there is an extension of the signature as above, and we prove 
this in Theorem 4.1 below. Implicit in this conjecture is the conjecture that if A is 
computable, then we can find 2’ and E such that A is simultaneously a reduct of 
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the initial (2, E)-and a reduct of the final (I’, E, V)-algebra. This is shown in 
Corollary 4.2. 
4. Every reasonable cosemicomputable algebra is a reduct of a final algebra 
Theorem 4.1. Let 2 be ajinite signature over S, and let VG S be a set of visible sorts. 
Let A be a minimal cosemicomputable X-algebra with nonunit computable V-behavior. 
Then there is a jinite extension 2’ of 1 with no new sorts, and a jinite set E of 
2“-equations such that A is isomorphic to the reduct of thejinal (Z’, E, V)-algebra. 
Proof. A is minimal, so it is a quotient of T,, and taking E’ to be the induced 
congruence, A is just TX,Es. Since A has computable V-behavior, the initial realization 
of its behavior ZZ,E,,v is computable and is thus isomorphic to a recursive algebra 
R. In addition, the congruence = induced on R by the E-homomorphism from R 
to A is co-r.e. because it is the image under a recursive surjection of the corresponding 
co-r.e. congruence induced on a Giidel coding of TX. Moreover, the restriction of 
= to the visible carriers is the identity because R and A have the same V-behavior. 
Also, since A has nonunit V-behavior, there is some visible v* such that A,* has 
size at least two. Thus the same is true of R,,+, and we fix two distinct visible 
elements, say cc1 and c,, of RU4. 
Finally, we can assume that for some sort w*, A,.* is infinite because otherwise 
A is finite and the theorem has a different and easier proof. This last assumption 
is a hypothesis in the BT Theorem. 
First we apply the BT Theorem to 1, R and -, and we will obtain an enlarged 
signature and an expansion R’ of R. For each invisible sort s, we introduce a new 
function symbol G, of arity SW* and co-arity v*. We set Zt to be E along with all 
of the new symbols; i.e., those introduced by the BT Theorem and the new symbols 
G,. We next fix an interpretation g, for each new symbol in such a way that each 
g, preserves the congruence =. By the theorem, there is an infinite recursive subset 
T of RX,*, and we need only specify the values of g, on R, x T. In this way we get 
an enlarged signature E+, and an expansion R+ of R. Note that part (1) of the BT 
Theorem has insured that - is a E+-congruence on R+. 
The interpretation of the new symbols G, depends on a technical lemma concern- 
ing co-r.e. equivalence relations on recursive subsets of w. The lemma will be 
discussed at the end of this Section. It states that if = is a co-r.e. equivalence relation 
on R, (or indeed any recursive set), then there is a recursive function f, : R, x w + 
(0, l} such that x=y iff for all n,f,(x, n)=x(y, n). Define g#: R, x T+ R,? by 
g”(r, p) = c, iff f,(r, n) = i and p is the nth element of T. 
Now g# is recursive, and it preserves = as well. Therefore by (1) of the BT Theorem, 
it extends to a recursive function g, on R, x R,,.A . We interpret G, by g, for each 
invisible s. 
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Having given an interpretation of the symbols in Z+, we now apply the BT 
Theorem again, this time to X+, Rt and =. This time we get an extension E’, an 
expansion R’ and a finite set E of Z’-equations such that R’ is the initial (2’) I?)- 
algebra. Again, = is a Z’-congruence. We will show that II.,E,v/=nerode and R’/ = 
are isomorphic Z’-algebras. Since the reduct of R’/= to Z: is isomorphic to the 
original algebra A, this will finish the proof. Since R’ and R’/= have the same 
V-behavior, there is a unique surjective Z’-homomorphism C$ : (R’/=) + F,,,,,. We 
thus need only show that #J is injective. By initiality, E~~,,~,~ = +o&(~‘~_). And since 
all these algebras are minimal, it is sufficient to show that if f and t’ are V-irreducible 
I’ terms of the same invisible sort s and F~.( t) F cR( t’), then t fnerode t’. So suppose 
the antecedent. Then for some number n, 
_L(EdfL n) ~f,(~ldO, n). 
Hence if p is the nth element of the infinite set T, 
g.s(ER.(f), PI f &(ER’(f’L P). 
By initiality of R’, there is some term t,,~ TX, such that cR(fO) =p. Let u E T,({y}) 
be the term G,s(y, to). Note that u is of visible sort. Therefore 
&12~.t,“MY + t)) = hdU(Y + t)) =&(&w(t), &K(fO)) = gs(&ldt), PI. 
The same is true with t’ replacing t, and it follows that 
~lz.,,,,b(Y+ t)) f &I> .,.,(U(Y + 0) 
and consequently t Fnerode t’. 
This completes the proof of the theorem module the lemma on co-r.e. equivalence 
relations; this appears as Lemma 4.3 below. 0 
Corollary 4.2. Let S be a set of sorts, V a nonempty subset of S and 1 a signature 
over S. Suppose that A is a minimal computable I-algebra with nonunit computable 
V-behavior. Then there is a signature 2’ over S extending 2 and a set E of 2’-equations 
such that A is isomorphic to the reduct to 2 of both the initial (I’, E)-algebra and the 
jnal (2’) E, V)-algebra. 
Proof. A is isomorphic to a recursive number algebra R. The equality relation = 
is a Z-congruence on R, and R is isomorphic to RI=. Also, = is recursive and 
hence co-r.e. By (the proof of) Theorem 4.1, we therefore get an extension X’, an 
expansion R’ of R to I’ and a set E of E’-equations. By (2) of the BT Theorem, 
R’ is the initial (Z’, E)-algebra, and by the theorem, R’/= is the final (_Z’, E, V)- 
algebra. But R’ and R’/= are isomorphic X’-algebras, and A is isomorphic to the 
reduct R of both of these. 0 
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We now state and prove the lemma used above. It is stated in the case of co-r.e. 
equivalence relations on w, but with minor changes the argument applies to such 
relations on any recursive subset of w. 
Lemma 4.3. Zf = is a co-r.e. equivalence relation on w, then there is a total recursive 
function f: w x w + (0, l} such that x = y @“for all n, f(x, n) =,f(_v, n). 
Proof.’ Fix an enumeration of the complement of =. We construct f in stages along 
with a finite equivalence relation which approximates =. At stage n we will have 
a finite function f;l with domain (0, . . , n} x (0, . , c, ,} for some c,,_, along with 
an equivalence relation =I1 on (0,. . , n}. The approximations will satisfy the 
following conditions. 
(1) For all x, y G n, if x = y, then x = ,,_r. 
(2) x=,,y iff for all i<c ,,,. f;,(x, i)=,f,(y, i). 
(3) If x f y, then for some n, x f ,,_r. 
(4) c,, < c,, 4 1 . 
The construction will give an increasing sequence,f;, ~,f, G . . . ~,f~ c . . . of functions, 
and f will be the union. Thus f is recursive, and it follows from these four conditions 
that f has all the desired properties. 
For n = 0, set cc, = 1, J;, = {(O,O)} and so = {(O,O)}. 
Given A;,, c,, and = ,1, we build the next approximations in three steps. It will be 
convenient to work not with =,! but with its associated partition 7~ of (0,. . , n}. 
First, extend rr to a partition nTT+ of the set (0, . , n, n + 1) by deciding which class 
to put n + 1 in. To do this, enumerate enough of the complement of = to rule out 
all but one class. Then, for i < c,,, setf(n+l,i)=f(k,i)forany ksn inthesame 
x+ class as n + 1. 
Second, carry out n + 1 steps in the enumeration of the complement of =. A pair 
(u, v) of numbers is called critical with respect to T at stage n iff both u and v are 
at most n + 1, u and v are in the same class of V, and if either (u, v) or (u, u) was 
enumerated into the complement of = in n + 1 steps. The idea is that if (u, v) is 
critical for 7r ’ , then we should arrange that u and v will not be in the same E,~+, 
class. We can define a refinement nXh of rx+ as follows: 
Fix a critical pair (u, v). Consider each element w of the rrt class of u and v, 
and enumerate enough of the complement of = to decide either w Z u or w f u. At 
least one (and possibly both) of these holds, but we only enumerate until one is 
decided. Then we put w in the rr* class of v if w s v was verified no later than 
w P U, and we put w in the r* class of u otherwise. In this way, we split the rr+ 
class of critical pairs in finitely many steps. 
We carry out this splitting on behalf of all critical pairs. That is, there are only 
finitely many critical pairs (on behalf of rr+) at stage n + 1. Enumerate them in a 
’ We would like to thank a referee for pointing out to us that this result was originally proved by 
Malcev [13, p. 382, Theorem 31. 
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list (u,, v,), . . . , (ukr Q). First split on behalf of (u,, v,). Once this is done, we have 
a refinement rr: of n+. ( u2, u2) may not be critical with respect to n:. If it is not, 
set 71-:=7r:, and proceed to the next pair (u,, 0,). If it is, split a class of rr: to 
get v:. Continue on in this way k times so that all of the critical pairs for rTT+ are 
in different classes of n:. Set r,,+, = n:, and let =,,+, be the equivalence relation 
associated to T,,+,. The construction has been arranged so that (1) holds. This is 
because all of the equivalence relations constructed are coarser than (the restrictions 
to their fields) the original relation =. Formally, of course, this is shown by induction. 
Finally, we extend fn in such a way that (2) holds. Number the --,+,-classes in 
binary. By adding O’s, we can assume that all of the numbers are of length M + 1 
for some M 3 0. Let c,+, = c, + M + 1, so (4) holds. Extend fn to fn+, by coding, for 
each U, the binary number of the class of u intof,+,(u, c,), . . . ,fn+,(u, c, + M). That 
is, set fn+,(u, c,+,) to be the (i+ 1)st binary digit of the class of u. Now (2) holds 
by the induction hypothesis, by the fact that u So+, u and u, u c n implies u =,,z), 
and by the way that we extended fn to get f,+, . Finally (3) holds because if x Z y, 
then for some n, (x, y) gets enumerated into the complement of = in n + 1 steps. If 
x =,y, then at step n, the pair (x, y) is critical with respect to =,,, and so by 
construction x f n+, y. 0 
5. Degrees of unsolvability of minimal algebras, and initial and final algebra 
realizations of the r.e. degrees 
If A is a minimal I-algebra, we define its Turing degree to be the Turing degree 
of the congruence =A induced on TX by A. In order for this definition to make 
sense, it should be the case that the Turing degree of =A be independent of the 
choice of Giidel coding of TX. Moreover, if A is of the form RI=, where R is 
recursive, then we would also like to know that = and -+, are Turing equivalent. 
Fortunately, both of these facts are easy consequences of Theorem 3.1. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 2 be afinite signature and suppose that A and B are recursive minimal 
X-algebras. Let =A and = B be Z-congruences such that A/ =A = B/= B. Then =A 
and -B are Turing equivalent. 
Proof. Let nat, : A + A/ = A and nut R : B + B/ = B be the natural maps. So by initiality, 
natA eA is the unique .X-homomorphism from TX to A/sA. And the same is true 
for B and B/ - B. Now since Al = A and B/s B are isomorphic, natA eA and nat, 0 es 
induce the same congruence on TX. This means that that for all t, t’e T,, 
&A(t)‘AEA(t’) Iff &B(t)-B R t & ( ‘). 
We check that the characteristic function of = A is recursive in = B. Let f: A x A + 
TX x Tz be a recursive function with the property that for all a,, a2 E A, f( a,, u2) 
is the least pair (t, , t2) such that F~( t,) = a, and B~( t2) = u2. (We are using the fact 
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that aA is surjective-by minimality-and recursive. We are also using the recursive- 
ness of TL.) Let g : TA x TL + (0, l} be recursive in = B such that 
g(u, u)= 1 iff E~(u)-~E~(u) 
Then for all a,, a2E A, a, =,,a, iff gof(a,, a?) = 1. It follows that x = gof; where x 
is the characteristic function of zA. 
This shows that =A is recursive in =H. The converse holds by symmetry, and 
thus the two are Turing equivalent. 0 
We can therefore give an equivalent definition of the Turing degree of a minimal 
algebra A as the Turing degree of any congruence relation which A induces on a 
minimal recursive algebra B such that there is a surjective homomorphism’ from 
B onto A. By Lemma 5.1, the degree is independent of the choice of B. In particular, 
B need not be initial. We might also note a property of this definition which will 
be used at the very end of this paper. Suppose that B is a recursive X-algebra and 
that = is a Z-congruence of degree d on B. Suppose we extend 2 to a new signature 
2’ (without adding new sorts) and that we expand B to a recursive I’-algebra B’ 
in such a way that = is a E’-congruence on B’. That is, the interpretations of the 
new symbols preserve =. Then the degree of B’/- is also d. This is precisely the 
situation that arises when we use the BT Theorem. 
We proved in Theorem 3.3 that there are 2, E, V such that I,,,, is computable, 
but FL,E,V is cosemicomputable and not computable. The specific example used in 
fact is of degree 0’. This is because the proof of the non-computability shows that 
K is recursive in the congruence =nnerodr which FL,E,V induces on I,,,,. Since -nerode 
is cosemicomputable, the converse holds also. Thus F_, , t, v provides a natural example 
of a final algebra of degree 0’, the G.-largest r.e. degree. 
It is natural to ask whether for every r.e. degree d there are 2, E and V such that 
I,,, v is computable and FL.E, v had degree d. This question is answered affirmatively 
in Theorem 5.8. In fact, a stronger result is shown: we can fix 2 and V at the outset, 
and realize every r.e. degree as the degree of F,,,, for some finite set E of 
E-equations. It should be mentioned that our results hold for BT-finality as well, 
and the proofs are similar except appeals to Theorem 4.1 should be replaced by 
uses of Bergstra and Tucker’s characterization of BT-final algebras. 
Our work involves an examination of the possible Turing degrees of -)I- 
congruences on initial E-algebras. This leads to a determination of the number of 
possible C-congruences on the initial X-algebras. The main result in this area is 
Theorem 5.3 which may be of interest for studies wholly unrelated to finality. 
Definition. Given a sort set S, and a signature 1 over S, consider a new signature 
2’ obtained by adding one new variable x, for each sort s E S. This new symbol is 
’ Using initiality and minimality of B, it is easy to show that if such a surjective homomorphism 
exists, it is unique. 
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added as a constant symbol to the signature; that is, as a function symbol of empty 
arity. An s-pattern is a term p E TX + of sort s with the following properties: 
(1) p is not one of the new variables; 
(2) there is exactly one sort r such that the new variable x, occurs in p; 
(3) the new variable x, which occurs in p occurs exactly once in p. 
If p is an s-pattern, the sort of the new variable is called the domain of p. An 
s-pattern is operative if its domain is s. 
Given an operative s-pattern p, we define a map h, : w x (TX), + (T,), by recursion 
on 0: 
h/LO, t) = 6 
h,(n + 1, t) = p(x.5 + h/7(% t)). 
For each t E (T,),, the map n H h,(n, t) is injective. This uses the assumption that 
p is not merely a new variable. 
A term t E ( T,),Y is s-primitive if t has no proper subterm of sort s. An operative 
s-pattern is s-universal if for all t E ( T,),Y there is an n E o and an s-primitive term 
u such that t = h,(n, u). 
A signature Z is productive if for some sort r such that (TX),. is nonempty and 
for some sort s, there is an operative r-pattern q and an s-pattern p with domain r 
such that neither p nor q is a subterm of the other. It is possible that s and r might 
be the same sort. Note that if 2 is productive, then both ( Tl )r and (T,), are infinite. 
If for all sorts r and s there are no patterns p and q as above, then of course we 
say that 2 is nonproductive. 
Examples. The signature for the successor operation on the natural numbers (sort 
set {s}, constant 0 and unary function succ) is nonproductive. Every s-pattern in 
this case is of the form succ”(x,) for some n. Note also that there is a universal 
s-pattern, namely succ(x,). Even if we add a finite number of additional constant 
symbols, we still get a nonproductive signature. On the other hand, if we add a 
second unary function symbol SUM’, then the signature becomes productive via 
succ(x,) and succ’(x,). In this case, we no longer have a universal pattern. Suppose 
we take the signature above (0, succ on a sort s) and add a new sort r together with 
a unary functionf of arity s and co-arity r. Then the resulting signature is productive 
via succ(x,) and f(x.%). Note that there are no universal r-patterns, and that there 
are infinitely many r-primitive terms. The signature X0 of Section 1 is productive. 
Every signature can be extended to a productive signature without adding new sorts, 
and every extension of a productive signature is productive. 
Lemma 5.2. Let 2 be a jinite nonproductive signature over the sort set S. Then for 
each s E S, 
(1) There are only jinitely many s-primitive terms u, , . , u,. 
(2) Assume that there are injkitely many terms of sort s. Then there exists a unique 
s-universal s-pattern. 
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Proof. It is sufficient to prove this for signatures over finite sort sets, and we show 
by induction on the cardinality of S that for every signature 2 over S the lemma 
holds. Suppose first that S has only one sort s. Part (1) is trivial in this case, so 
suppose that TX is infinite. Then the definition of productivity implies either E has 
no constant symbols or else X contains at most one nonconstant symbol f which 
must be of arity exactly s. If TA is infinite, then such a function symbol f exists, 
and in this case f(x,) is a universal s-pattern. 
Suppose the lemma true for all S of cardinality at most N > 1, and let S have 
cardinality N+ 1. If the lemma fails, then there is some sort s for which either (1) 
or (2) fails. Let S’= S -{s}, and let 2’ be the subset of 2 containing the symbols 
of arities in (S’)* and co-arities in S’. Note that 2 is nonproductive over S’, and 
thus by induction hypothesis, (1) and (2) hold for it. 
Suppose that (1) fails for s. Since E is finite, for some function symbol f of arity 
w=r,.. . r, E (I’)* and co-arity s, there are infinitely many terms of the form 
f(t,, . . . , t,,) for tj E TX.. Since w is a finite word, for some fixed i, (TX,), is infinite. 
By induction hypothesis (2) applied to 1’ and r,, there is a r,-universal pattern 4 
(for TX,). In particular, 9 is r,-operative, and q has no subterm of sort s. But we 
also have an s-pattern p with domain r,, as follows: Fix ground terms t, of sort r, 
forjfiandletp=f(t ,,..., t,_,,X,,t,+ ,,..., 1,). Then p has no subterm of sort s, 
so we get a contradiction because now E is productive. 
For (2), suppose that there are infinitely many terms of sort s. We first claim that 
there is an operative s-pattern in T>. Suppose towards a contradiction that this were 
false. For every r such that there is an s-pattern in Tl with domain r, we cannot 
have (TX,), infinite. (For the induction hypothesis would imply that there is an 
operative r-pattern, and then again 2 would be productive.) In addition, if there 
is an s-pattern with domain r, then there can be no r-pattern in TX with domain s, 
or else we would have by composition an operative s-pattern. So if there is an 
s-pattern with domain r, then (T,), = (T,.),. It follows that if there is an s-pattern 
in TX with domain r, then (T,), = ( Tx,)r is finite. Since there are only finitely many 
sorts, (T,), is finite. This contradiction proves the claim of this paragraph that there 
is an operative s-pattern. 
Now let p be a minimal operative s-pattern; i.e., one containing the fewest symbols. 
We claim that p is s-universal. If not, let t E Tz be a minimal term of sort s which 
is not of the form h,(n, u) for any n and U. Then t is not s-primitive, so form the 
operative s-pattern q by replacing some maximal subterm of sort s by the variable 
x,, and replacing all of the remaining subterms of sort s (if any) by s-primitive 
terms. We first claim that p # 9. Suppose towards a contradiction that they were 
equal. The first case is when both have only one subterm of sort s. Then f has only 
one maximal proper subterm t,, of sort s, so by minimality of t, there is some n and 
u such that to = h,( n, u), But p = q is the result of replacing t,, by X, in f, so f is the 
result of replacing x, by to in p. Therefore t = h,(n + 1, u), and this contradicts the 
definition of t. The second case is when p = q has more than one subterm of sort s. 
By the construction of q, neither of these subterms is itself a subterm of the other. 
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Then we can form 4 by interchanging in q the subterm x, with one of the other 
subterms of sort S. Then neither q nor q’ is a subterm of the other. It follows that 
2 is productive, and this is a contradiction. Therefore p # q. Now by the minimality 
of p, q cannot be a proper subterm of p. By construction, the only subterms of q 
of sort s are either s-primitive or the variable x,. It follows that p is not a proper 
subterm of q. So 2 is productive, and this once again is a contradiction. It follows 
that p is s-universal. 
Finally, the nonproductivity of 2 implies that any two s-universal patterns would 
have to be subterms of each other. This uniqueness result will not be used in the 
sequel, and so we omit the proof. 0 
Theorem 5.3 below can be regarded as a kind of Cantor-Bendixon Theorem for 
I-congruences on initial X-algebras since it states that there are either countably 
many such congruences or that there is a continuum of them. To make this point, 
we shall need to review some of the basic facts concerning the metric space topology 
of the set P(W) of all sets of natural numbers. P(w) has a natural metric d defined 
as follows: Given A, B G W, let d(A, B) = 0 if A = B; if A f B, let n be the least 
element of (A - B) u (B-A), and let d(A, B) = 2-“. It is easy to verify that this d 
is symmetric and satisfies the triangle inequality. In this way, we regard P(w) as a 
metric space. A set ~4 G P(W) is open if for all A E A there is some n such that for 
all Bs w, BE LZZ iff A and B agree below n; i.e., if 
Bn{O,l,..., n-l}=An{O,l,..., n-l}. 
In this way, a set ~4 c P(w) is open iff for each A E d there is some n such that 
whenever B agrees with A below n, B E & also. Note also that if 4 E P(w) is 
arbitrary, then its closure 2 is the family of sets B G w such that for all n, there is 
some A E S such that A and B agree below n. 
Note that P(w) is separable, since the family of finite subsets of w is a countable 
set which meets every nonempty open set. Furthermore, 9(w) is a complete metric 
space. To see this, note that a Cauchy sequence here will be a sequence 
A,,A, ,..., A,, ,... such that for all m there is some n such that whenever p, q > n, 
A,, and A, agree below m. Then the limit of this sequence will be 
{i E w : for all but finitely many n, i E A,}. 
Now we recall the Cantor-Bendixon Theorem (cf. e.g., Kelley [lo]): Every closed 
subset of a separable complete metric space is either countable or has size 2”o. The 
theorem applies to P(w), and we want to focus on the case of a closed set related 
to congruences. Fix a finite signature 2 such that at least one of the carrier sets of 
TX is infinite; to simplify the argument we assume that the signature has only one 
sort. Fix a Code1 coding (B, p) of TX. Regard p as a map with domain w. For each 
congruence relation = on T,, let 
c(=)={(i, n):p(m)-p(n)}. 
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The pairing operation maps w x w to w, so each c(z) is a subset of w. We are 
interested in 
55x ={c(=):= is a E-congruence on TX}. 
We claim that each %‘x is a closed subset of P(w). To see this, suppose that 
A E gx. We check that A is of the form C(G) for some E-congruence =. Define a 
relation ‘A on TX by t =A u iff (p-‘(t), p-‘(u)) E A. Clearly c(=,) = A, and we need 
only see that -A is a E-congruence to conclude that AE VI. We shall give the 
argument that =A preserves function symbols; the proof that it is an equivalence 
relation is similar. Suppose that f is an n-ary function symbol in 2, and that for 
1 s is n, fi’Au;. Let m =p-‘(f(t,, . . . , t,,)) and let n =pP’(f(u,, . . . , u,)). Let k be 
larger than n, m, each pm’(t,) and each p-‘(u,). Since A belongs to the closure 
of gX, there is some Z-congruence = such that A and c(s) agree below k. But 
this means that for all i, t, = u,. Hence f(t,, . . . , t,) -f(u,, . . , u,). Therefore 
f(fl,...,fn)~Af(U,,..., u,). This completes the verification that =A is a z- 
congruence, and hence the verification that %‘I is a closed subset of P(w). 
So we can conclude from this discussion that %YI is either countable or has size 
2K~. Since Gijdel coding is an isomorphism, the same is true of the set of all 
I-congruences on TI. The next result improves this observation by giving the 
criterion of productivity which separates the cases and by considering the computa- 
bility properties of the possible congruences. 
We need a definition at this point. A congruence = on Tz is finitely generated if 
there is a finite set of pairs of ground terms 
S={(t,,u;):lai<n) 
such that ti = ui for 1 d is n, and = is the smallest E-congruence which includes S. 
Theorem 5.3. Let 1 be a finite signature. 
(1) If 2 is nonproductive, then there are at most countably many Z-congruences 
over the initial Salgebra, and each of these is generated by finitely many ground 
equations and is recursive. 
(2) If 2 is productive, then there are 2’ 0 E-congruences over the initial E-algebra, 
and for every Turing degree d, there is a E-congruence of degree d. Moreover, for 
every r.e. degree d, there are r.e. and co-r.e. .X-congruences of degree d. 
Proof. Let 2 be nonproductive. We show first that every X-congruence on the initial 
E-algebra is finitely generated; i.e., that for each such congruence, there is a finite 
set of ground equations such that the given congruence is the least I-congruence 
extending the equations. Suppose toward a contradiction that = is a I-congruence 
which is not finitely generated. Then there is a sequence of pairs (ei E - : i E w) such 
that each e, is not in the least E-congruence extending (e, :j < i). Since S has only 
finitely many sorts, let s be fixed so that infinitely many of the e, are equations 
between two terms of sort s. Now (T,), must be infinite, so Lemma 5.2 tells us that 
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there are finitely many s-primitive terms u, , . . . , UK, and that there is a s-universal 
pattern p. 
Y, = {h(m, n) : WI E 0). 
Then the Y,, partition the terms of sort s into K classes. Fix two numbers j, k < K 
such that for infinitely many i, e; is an equation between an element of Yj and an 
element of Yk. It is possible that j = k. We can assume that all of the e, are of this 
form. (That is, we will get a contradiction from the existence of an infinite set of 
this form.) Suppose e, is 
h(a, P) = h(b, 9). 
Then for some j > 1, e, is of the form 
h(c, P) = h(4 9), 
with c> a and d > b. The first equation implies by repeated substitutions that 
h(c,p)= h(b+(a-c), q), and therefore 
h(d,q)-h(b+(a-c),q). 
Note that d # b + (a - c) lest e, be a consequence of e, . Suppose that d > b + (a - c). 
(The argument is the same in the other case.) By this last equation, the congruence 
generated by {e, , ej} is such that every element h (m, q) of Y, is = to some h (e, q) 
with e s d, namely h( m - (b + (a - c)) mod d, q). A similar argument shows that this 
congruence restricted to Y,, also has only finitely many classes. But now we have a 
contradiction because there cannot be infinitely many independent ek with k > j. 
That is, let ek and e, (k, I> j) be two different equations such that the corresponding 
terms are in the same classes in the equivalence relation generated by {e, , e,}. Then 
the equivalence relations generated by {e, , e,, ek} and {e,, ej, e,} are identical. This 
contradicts the original hypothesis on the equations (ei : i E 0). 
Now that we know that for all nonproductive 2, all Z-congruences are finitely 
generated, we will outline the argument that all the E-congruences are recursive. 
It might help at this point to give a simple example; this will motivate the general 
argument and will also familiarize the reader with some of the notation. Suppose 
.X has a single sort Nat, two constants c and d, and a single successor s. Suppose 
also that K = 2 and that e, is s4(c) - s’(d) and e, is s6( c) - s9(d). In the notation 
above, for i = 1,2, 
Y,={s”(c):n~w} and Y,={s”(d):nEw}. 
It is easy to verify that e2 is a consequence of e, , and that sn( c) = S”‘(d) iff m = n + 3. 
Of course, = is recursive. The important point is that e, is a consequence of e, . If 
e, had instead been, say, s’(c) = s”(d), then as in the previous paragraph, we can 
argue that each element of each Y, is equivalent under = to an element of a finite 
set 2, E Yi. These equivalences are recursive, and it follows that = is recursive. In 
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fact, adding more equations generates a finer congruence than =, and such a 
congruence is essentially a relation on Z, u Z,. Since this set is finite, the finer 
congruence is also recursive. 
The case K > 2 is more involved than this example. That is, there are more than 
two s-primitive terms, and we need to elaborate the argument. Again, we use the 
representation above to write e, as (h( VI,,, n,,,), h( m,, , n,,)) where again m,,,, m,, E w 
andl~n,,,,n,,~K.ConsidertherelationRon{l,....,K}definedby(j,k)rRif 
one of the equations e, is an equation between an element of Y, and an element 
of Yk. So R is symmetric and transitive. Now, if (j, k) E R, then there is a finite set 
of equations between an element of Y, and an element of Yk such that all equations 
in = between elements of these two sets are consequences of transitivity and repeated 
substitutions into these. This is what was shown above. For (j, k) E R, we can fix a 
finite independent set of such equations E,,,. 
Each Y, is recursive, and to show that = is recursive is the same as showing 
that if there are infinitely many terms of sort s, and if (j, k) E R, then Q = 
{(m,, mZ):h(m,,j)=h(mz,k)} is recursive. If E,,, is a singleton, say {h(a,j)= 
h(b,k)} then (m,,m,)~Qiffm,~a, m,ab and m,-mz=a-b. If Ej,k is not a 
singleton, then since it is a set of independent equations, there is some b such that 
every element h(a, j) of Y, is = to h (a mod b,j) (with finitely many exceptions). 
It follows that in this case Q is very simple indeed and certainly recursive. 
For the second assertion of the theorem, we use a general fact concerning 
productive signatures. 
Lemma 5.4. Let 1 be productive. Then there is a recursive set {t, : i E w} of ground 
terms of the same sort such that if i # j, then t, is not a subterm qf t,. 
Proof. Suppose 1 is productive via patterns p and 4 of sorts s and r, respectively, 
and suppose that the domain of each of these is r. To expose the main ideas, we 
will first argue a special case, when both p and q are compositions of unary functions. 
Fix a term of sort r, and let t, =p(xl + h,(i+ 1, u)). We can write p as UX, for some 
(formal) word v, and q as wx, for some w. Suppose i < j but t, = VW” ‘u is a subterm 
of t, = VW “‘u. It follows that either v is a subword of w or vice-versa, but this would 
contradict the definition of productivity. 
In the general case, we need some notations and definitions. We will use s 
(possibly with subscripts, primes, etc.) to denote a sequence of nonzero natural 
numbers. (This will only occur in the proof of this lemma, and there should be no 
confusion of our use of “s” to denote a sort.) Then s-s’ denotes the concatenation 
of s with s’. One term sequences are denoted (m). We also recall the definition of 
the subterm t/s oft reached by the sequence s. The definition is by recursion on terms: 
t/t > = r if t is any term; 
f(tr , . , t,)/(m) ‘s = L/s if 1SmSn. 
In all other cases t/s is undefined. If t/s is defined, then we say that s is a path 
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through t. If s is a path through r, and if t’ is any term of the same sort as t/s, then 
we use t(s+ t’) to denote the result of replacing t/s by t’ in t. In this notation, the 
following replacement lemma is crucial: If s* is a path through t,, and if s** is a 
path through t,/s*, then for all terms tz of the appropriate sort, 
(t,/s*)(s** + tz) = (t,(s”^s”” + t*))/s*. 
We will use often the fact that if s and s’ are incompatible paths through t (i.e., 
neither extends the other), then p/s’ =p(s + t’)/s’. 
Fix patterns p and 4 of sorts s and r, respectively, and of domain r which witness 
the productivity of 1. There is a unique path sO such that q/so = x,, and there is a 
unique s, such that p/s, =x,. We write the concatenation of a path s with itself n 
times as n. s. We define terms u, by recursion on n: 
U n-t, = un(xr+q). 
After proving a series of claims about these terms, we will define the terms t, as 
in the statement of the lemma. We will use the fact that u+,(x, + u,,,) = u, freely 
in the sequel. 
The first claim here is that for all m < n, (n -m). so is the only path s through U, 
such that u,/s = u,. We prove this by induction on n - m. If n - m = 1, then clearly 
u,/s,, = u,. Any other path would be either a proper subpath of s,,, or a proper 
extension of sO, or would be incompatible with this path. If s is a proper subpath 
of sn, then u,/s,, is a proper subterm of u,/s, so the latter cannot equal u,/Q. 
Likewise if s is a proper extension of so, then u,/s’ is a proper subterm of u,,/s”, 
so u,/s’ # u,. And if s and so are incompatible paths through u,, then s is also a 
path through q, and u,,/s = q/s. Now the latter cannot equal u, because x, is a 
subterm of u, but not of q/s. This completes the case n -m = 1. Suppose this 
claim true for n - m, we argue the case for n + I- m. The existence is immediate- 
u,/( n - m) . so = u,. Suppose s is another path through u, with this property. By 
the arguments in the case n - m = 1, s cannot be compatible with (n - m + 1) * .sg, 
and s cannot be incompatible with sO. The only alternative is that s is a proper 
extension of s,, which is incompatible with (n - m + 1). so. Let s’ be such that so-s = s. 
Then s’f(n-m).s,, but u,_,/s’=q(x,. + u,_~,)/s~~-s’= u,/s = u,. But this contra- 
dicts the uniqueness part of the induction hypothesis. 
The second claim is that for all n > 1, p is not a subterm of u, and u, is not a 
subterm of p. This is true for n = 1 by the assumption of this lemma, since U, = q. 
So we turn to the induction step. Now u,,,, is not a subterm of p as u, is a subterm 
of %,I. Suppose toward a contradiction that p is a subterm of u,,,, , and fix s such 
that u,+,/s = p. Ifs extends so, then p would be a subterm of u,,+,/s, = u,,, contradict- 
ing the induction hypothesis. We get as well a contradiction ifs is a proper subterm 
of so. The only remaining possibility is that s and s,, are incompatible. But then 
u,+~/s = q/s, and we get a contradiction because now p is a subterm of q. 
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Our third claim is that for all m and n, p(x,+ u,,) is not a subterm of u,. This is 
the main step of the proof. Suppose toward a contradiction that u,/s = p(x,. + u,). 
Then u,/s-‘s, = u,, so s-s, = (n -m) . so. We apply the replacement lemma from 
above with t, = u,, s* = s, s** = s,, and tl = x,. Then 
P = (P(XY + %n))(s, +x,.) 
= (%/S)(SI +-%I 
= (%(s-sI +- x,))/s 
= l&,/s. 
Thus p is a subterm of u,,_~, and this is a contradiction. 
Next we argue that for m < n, p(x, + u,) is not a subterm of p(xl + u,). Note that 
there is only one s’ such that p(xr + u,)/s’ = x,, namely s, -(rn. s,J. Of course, the 
same holds with “n” replacing “m”. Suppose that s is a path such that p(xY t u,)/s = 
p(x,. + u,,). Then s-s,-(m. sO) = s,-‘( n. so). By the comparability of initial segments, 
s is either a subsequence of s, or an extension. In the former case, m 2 n, and in 
the latter, P(x~+ u,) =P(x~+- u,)/s is a subterm of p(xl+ u,)/s, = u,,, and this too 
is a contradiction. 
Finally, we can define the terms t, in the statement of the lemma. Let I be any 
term of sort r. Let t, =p(x,-+ u;)(x, + i). Suppose that ti were a subterm of t,; we 
will get a contradiction. Let s* be such that t,/s* = t,, and let s** be such that 
t,/s** = E By the replacement lemma, 
t,(s** e-x,) = (t;(s*_s** + x,))/s”. 
Now t,(s** +x,)=p(xr+ u,), and t,(s*‘-s** + x,) = p(xr + u;). Thus we contradict 
the result of the last paragraph. 0 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose F = {t, : i E CO} is a recursive family of ground terms of the same 
sort such that for all i # j, t, is not a subterm of t,. For X G w, let zx be the least 
E-congruence on T1 extending {(t,;, tz,+,) : i E X}. If i & X, then (t?,, tzC+,) does not 
belong to = x. Moreover, =x and X are Turing equivalent, and {f either is (co-)r.e., 
so is the other. 
Before turning to the proof, we present a picture which showcases the main idea. 
Consider the signature 2” from Section 1. It has a constants c, a, b, and two unary 
operations r and 1. A portion of the tree of elements of TI is given in Fig. 3 together 
with some of the members of F. The terms t, noted in the figure are the ones obtained 
following Lemma 5.4, where we take 1(x,) for p, r(x,) for q and c for i. 
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tz = qr(r(c))) r(r(r(c))) 
t3 = 44r(f"(c)))) 
Fig. 3. Some terms of TA,,. 
If in X, then =x identifies corresponding elements of the trees below tzi and 
f2;+, . Now none of the other elements of F lie in either of those trees. This is 
intuitively the reason that if (t,,, fz,+, ) E =x, then it must be the case that j E X. 
Proof of Lemma 5.5. Fix F and X, define S-sorted relations =,, by recursion on n: 
ZE 0 = {(t~,f~):f~=f~ET~}U{(t~i,f~;+~):iEX)u((f~,+,,t~;):iEX}~ 
ZE ,,+, = =,, u{(f(u,, . . . , u,),f(v,, . . . , v,)):f~E and for all i, u,=.u,}. 
It is clear that each =,, is reflexive and symmetric, and we will show that each =,, 
is also transitive. Then it follows that sx = U {=,, : n E w} because the union pre- 
serves the action of the function symbols. 
We argue by induction on n that each = ,, is transitive. For n = 0 this is direct, 
so we prove it for n + 1 assuming it for n. Suppose that (u, , u2) and (uz, uj) both 
belong to =,,+, . The induction hypothesis applies if both pairs belong to -,,. It also 
applies when neither belongs to =(, because then the outermost symbol of the three 
u’s is identical, and we can peel it away, use our induction hypothesis, and then 
conclude that (u, , uj) E -,,+, . So assume that the first pair does not belong to sn 
but that the second belongs to =“. We may assume that the second is of the form 
Cf2i, IZt+I ) for some i E X nad that the first is ofthe form (f(u, , . . , u,),f( u, , . . . , IJ,)). 
Now by assumption, the first pair does not belong to -,,, so it does not belong 
to =“. Thus some subterm of some u, is of the form fzi* or f2i*+, for some i* E X. 
But then either tli* or rzl*+, is a proper subterm of t2;+, and this contradicts the 
assumption on F. This completes the induction; the proof of the last two sentences 
of this lemma is an application of the representation of zx. 
Suppose that i @ X. Then by induction on n, the only element of = n containing 
t2, as either a first or second component is (tz,, tzi) E co. The argument is as in the 
last paragraph. Therefore (t,;, t2,+,) @ -x. 
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Next we argue that X and zx are Turing equivalent. Clearly X 6, cx, so we 
show the converse. There are several general observations here. One is that if Y G X, 
then we can form subequivalence relations = x c_ = n by starting with Y instead 
of X. If Y is finite (or even recursive) then the characteristic function of -,T is 
recursive, uniformly in n and (a code for) Y. There is a recursive function h(u, u) 
which when given two (codes of) terms, gives a code of the ~-minimal set Y such 
that (u, u) E = y if some such Y exists, and h( u, U) is some error message otherwise. 
The idea is to look at the trees of subterms of u and z) and thereby decide exactly 
whether there could be equalities between sets of pairs of appropriate elements of 
F which would imply that u = u, and if so what the least set of such pairs is. 
Formally, the definition of h is by recursion on the pairs of terms. If it is not the 
case that both u and u have subterms in the recursive set F, then h(u, v) is a code 
of the empty set if u = v; it is some error message if u # z). (The error message can 
be any object which is not a natural number.) If u and u are terms in F, say t, and 
tj, then if for some k, either i =2k and j = i-t 1, or j = 2k and i =j+ 1, then 
h(u, v) = {k}; if no k exists, give the same error message. Finally, if u and u are 
f(u,,. ., u,) and f(z), , . . . , v,) and h is defined on the u’s and the U’S, then give 
the error message unless f = g. If .f = g (and thus m = n), set h( U, U) = 
U {h(u,, vi): is n} (assuming none of these values of h gave error messages). In 
all cases where there was no error, one checks that 
(u, II) E -x iff h( u, v) is a finite subset of X. 
We show by induction on n that if (u, u) E = ,1 then h( u, v) is a finite subset of X. 
And we show by induction on pairs of terms that if h( u, v) c X, then (u, u) E =x. 
The map h is the required Turing reduction showing that sx s TX. 
This same relation shows that if X is (co)-r.e, then so is -x, and vice-versa. For 
example, suppose X is co-r.e., say i E X iff (Vm) R(i, m) where R is a recursive 
predicate. Then (u, u) E =x iff (Vi E h(u, u))(Vm)R( i, m). This concludes the proof 
of Lemma 5.5. 0 
This concludes the proof of Theorem 5.3. 0 
The proof also gives a number of equivalences for the nonproductivity of a 
signature. 
Corollary 5.6. The following are equivalent for a finite signature 2);. 
(1) 2 is nonproductive. 
(2) There are only countably many Z-congruences on the initial algebra. 
(3) Every quotient of TX is computable. 
(4) The conjunction of conditions (1) and (2) of Lemma 5.2. 
(5) There is no infinite set Q of terms such that if q, and q2 are distinct elements 
of Q, then q, is not a subterm of qz. 
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Finally, we can connect the work we did on finality with the work on congruences 
of productive signatures to show that there are both initial and final algebras of any 
r.e. degree. These results are reminiscent of similar results such as the fact that there 
are finitely presented groups whose word problem is of arbitrary r.e. degree; there 
are also finitely axiomatized first order theories of arbitrary r.e. degree. 
Theorem 5.7. There is a finite signature 2 such that for every r.e. degree d, there is a 
jinite set E qf E equations such that T,/= I is semicomputable and has degree d. 
Proof. Let 2” be the productive signature from above. Fix terms ti as above as 
well. These have the property that for any term t E T2*, there is at most one i such 
that ti is a subterm of t. By Theorem 5.3, there is an r.e. congruence of degree d 
on TX*. Now there is a way to recursively partition TL- into infinitely many classes 
in a way that is coarser than each of the --,-classes of TX+ produced according to 
Lemma 5.5. That is, there is a partition such that for all X G w, the =x-classes are 
finer than the classes of the partition we construct. Let m : TL- + w be given by 
m(t) = i if either t2, or tz,+, is a subterm of t. (Set m(t) = 0 if t does not begin with 
an r.) Then m is well defined, and the congruence = it induces on T,% is coarser 
than each cx. Fix some such r.e. X of degree d. Now Bergstra and Tucker ([3, 
Theorem 4.21) prove that in this situation there is a finite extension .Z of 1” (it is 
the one containing ENUM, SUCC, etc.), a recursive Z’-algebra B, and a set E of 
conditional Z-equations with several properties. First, -x is a C’-congruence on 
B. Second, the reduct of B to 1” is exactly TL . And third, T,/= fi, the initial 
&E-algebra, is (isomorphic to) B/E,. It follows from our remarks on Turing 
degrees of algebras following Lemma 5.1 that the degree of B/=x is the same as 
the degree of E,~, and this degree is d. So T,/- [. has this degree as well. 0 
Theorem 5.8. If IO is the signature from Section 2, and V = {s’} is the set of visible 
sorts, then there is an extension 2’ of & such that for every r.e. degree d there 
is a finite set E of C’ equations such that IL3.E,V is computable and FL,,,. has 
degree d. 
Proof. Let X be a co-r.e. set of degree d. By the proof of the last theorem, there is 
a co-r.e. Z-congruence - of degree d. Thus, for (B, p) a Giidel coding of TLC,, B/= 
is a cosemicomputable algebra of degree d. Moreover, it has computable V-behavior 
because (B/E),. contains just the (singletons of) the constants a and b. Indeed, the 
construction in the previous theorem produced a congruence = whose restriction 
to the visible carrier is the identity, so that B and (B/- ,,) are V-behavior- 
ally equivalent. Now we argue exactly as in Theorem 4.1, taking B for R to 
get an extension 2’ of & with no new sorts and a set E of 2’ equations with the 
following properties: First, B can be extended to a recursive Z’-algebra B’. And 
second, = is a E’-congruence on B’. Third, B’/= is the final (Z’, E)-algebra. 
Now by our remarks following Lemma 5.1, it follows that F1,,r,v= B’/= has 
degree d. Cl 
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